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Economic and Growth to Value Rotation Update - Action Plan June 2021 

Economic Fundamentals 
For some months now, the U.S. has looked 
exceptional compared to the rest of the world. 
There are starting to be some signs of life in some 
foreign markets – but highly tied to success in 
fighting the Covid virus. 

As of 6/11/2021, for Q2 2021 the estimated 
earnings growth rate for the S&P500 is a notable 
61.5%. This would be the highest year-over-year 
earnings growth since Q4 2009. The current 
61.5% growth estimate is up from 52% that was 
estimated for Q2 2021 on March 31.  Historically 
companies usually beat these estimates. For Q1 
2021, 86% of S&P500 companies beat their 
earnings estimates.  Data from Factset. 

The incentive for issuing conservative earnings 
estimates is that a company has a better chance 
of reporting earnings that exceed forecasts. In 
turn, clients will be happy to see the stock’s price 
often rise. Conversely, there is no incentive to 
issue an earnings forecast that is overly 
optimistic. 

Equally, according to Zacks.com, missing a 
forecast estimate by analysts is “the most 
dreaded outcome, since it suggests that a 
company is not performing as well as investors 
thought” and a “stock’s price will often tumble in 
response to an earnings miss.” 

On 6/9/2021, The National Retail Federation 
raised its outlook for sales for the year to between 
10.5% and 13.5%, citing quicker-than-expected 
recovery and eagerness to shop.  “We are seeing 
clear signs of a strong and resilient economy,” 
NRF’s Chief Economist Jack Kleinhenz said, 
adding that households “are ready to resume 
some normalcy of living, working and playing.” 

The Institute for Supply Management’s 
manufacturing activity index climbed to 61.2 for 
May, topping predictions (above 50 indicates 
expansion).  The reading reflects a 12th straight 
month of growth. Separately, IHS Markit’s final 

May reading of manufacturing expanded at a 
faster pace, also rose to 62.1  and topped its initial 
estimate.  A year ago, the reading was 39.8.  

The strong data is despite ongoing difficulties 
from supply shortages and the need for more 
workers to increase production.  Another survey 
showed the backlog of orders surged.   

With the bottlenecks in the supply chain showing 
no sign of easing, businesses paid more for 
inputs. The survey’s measure of prices paid by 
services industries shot up to the highest reading 
since September 2005. 

A measure of U.S. services industry activity 
increased to a record high in May amid robust 
demand as the economy moves toward fully 
reopening. Still, businesses are struggling to 
source raw materials and labor, driving up 
production costs.   

The University of Michigan’s preliminary reading 
of June’s consumer sentiment popped higher. 
Respondents noted that stronger growth in the 
national economy lies ahead, with a record 
number anticipating a net decline in 
unemployment. Rising inflation continues to be a 
top concern. 

The Rotation from Growth to Value Stocks    
This updates my May 2021 Action Plan Report on 
the Value Rotation. pdf at  
https://dhutch.news/May2021   

Value stocks have surged in 2021 after lagging 
for many years as large-cap, especially tech 
stocks, plummeted from their high valuations. 

On June 1, 2021, Morningstar reported: As the 
stock market pendulum has swung from growth 
companies to value, some big companies with the 
highest earnings growth potential have gone from 
"first to worst.” At the same time, large-growth 
strategies with more valuation-conscious 
approaches have seen their fortunes turn 
significantly for the better.  – continued - 

http://www.hutchisonria.com/
https://dhutch.news/May2021


  

In the last few months, large-cap tech has had 
"bear market bounces" and is still alive and well.  
The overall market has been mostly flat in a 
narrow trading range the last few months, with 
leadership flip-flopping between value vs. growth 
and large vs. small companies.  

While the path has been bumpy, most analysts 
expect the rotation from growth to value to 
continue based on three factors: 

1) Historical undervaluation of value as it has 
lagged growth for many years until 2021.  

2) We have started to see higher inflation which 
is expected to result in higher interest rates - 
which are still near all-time lows.  

As reported by the Wall Street Journal on 
6/10/2021, "The U.S. economy’s rebound from 
the pandemic is driving the biggest surge in 
inflation in nearly 13 years, with consumer prices 
rising in May by 5% from a year ago."    

The Fed has moved slightly off its assumption 
that the recent significant price inflation is 
temporary - with supply shortages, etc. The Fed 
is still making massive bond purchases to avoid a 
recession due to the pandemic.  Many feel this is 
no longer needed. This easy money has resulted 
in speculative bets by traders (especially young 
folks with game-like trading platforms) and 
increased market volatility.   

The Fed has started to talk about easing its bond-
buying, which could result in higher interest rates, 
which many believe are being kept artificially low 
by the Fed.  

As Investopedia says: “Since interest rates are 
usually increased to combat high inflation, the 
result is that in times of high inflation, growth 
stocks will be more negatively impacted. This 
suggests a positive correlation between 
inflation and the return on value stocks and a 
negative one for growth stocks.” 

3) In general, a strong recovery should help 
value companies that are priced cheaply relative 
to their fundamentals. Many of these companies 
were hurt badly in the pandemic but are rapidly 
recovering.    

Action Plan Recommendations  
I can discuss with you individually 
specific recommendations based 
on your goals, objectives, and risk 
tolerance.  

Most clients and I have been overweighted in 
growth stocks. We have been richly rewarded 
with mostly good returns over many years. Until 
recently. 

Consequently, this may be the time to consider 
taking some gains of growth investments and 
reposition more into the underloved-until-now 
value sector, which has lagged growth.  

My recommendation would be to combine some 
conservative large-cap value equities with some 
small-cap value equity investments. 

Further, small caps have historically led in market 
recoveries. Looking at the past three recessions 
from the market low and forward 12 months,  the 
Russell 2000 Small-Cap index has risen about 
38% while the S&P 500 index is only up 22%. 

US Small-Mid Caps often have the potential for 
faster growth, and with so many more smaller 
companies than large, good research can 
potentially find hidden gems. Smaller companies' 
stocks are often more volatile with less trading 
volume, but have rewarded investors over the 
long term. 

In general, I always suggest investors have a 
diversified portfolio – typically combining growth 
and value sector allocations -  using managers 
with long-term track records of outperformance 
compared to the category they invest in and the 
risk taken (Alpha vs. Beta in investment terms) – 
not just raw returns. 

I avoid “dumb” index funds with no stock selection 
based on individual company outlooks, or similar 
ETF’s (only make sense for traders, not 
investors). For those seeking income or for the 
more conservative allocation in a diversified 
portfolio, I would suggest various bond 
alternatives, without the interest rate risk of many 
bonds at this point in the economic cycle. 

Required Disclosures: Past performance does not assure 
future results. There is no assurance that objectives will be 
met. Investments in securities do not offer a fixed rate of return. 
Principal, yield, and/or share price will fluctuate with changes 
in market conditions, and when sold or redeemed, you may 
receive more or less than originally invested.  No system or 
financial planning strategy can guarantee future results. 

Investors cannot invest directly in indexes. The performance 
of any index is not indicative of the performance of any 
investment and does not take into account the effects of 
inflation and the fees and expenses associated with investing. 

The Russell 2000 index measures the performance of the 
small-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe and is a subset 



  

of the Russell 3000 index, representing approximately 10% of 
the total market capitalization of that latter index. It includes 
approximately 2000 of the smallest securities based on the 
combination of their market cap and current index 
membership. 

The views and opinions expressed are as of the report's date 
and are subject to change at any time based on market or other 
conditions. The material contained herein is for informational 
purposes only and should not be construed as investment 
advice, since recommendations will vary based on the client's 
goals and objectives. Information is believed to be from reliable  
sources; however, no representation is made as to its 
accuracy. Hutchison Investment Advisors, Inc. is an Arizona 
registered investment advisor. Part II of Form ADV (Disclosure 
Statement) has been given to advisory clients and is available 
upon request, and is also at http://dhutch.news/RIADisclosure. 
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